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Requirements Evolution in Software Systems
Long-life software systems need to evolve to satisfy
continuous changes in their working environment.
Intuitively, dealing with such changes in the early phases
of the development is much cheaper and simpler than
modifying deployed systems. These changes could be
forecasted at some levels of (un)certainty.
We propose an approach to support designers to
incorporate potential evolution of requirements and its
uncertainty into requirements models. We provide analysis
on the evolution uncertainty to facilitate the selection of an
optimal design alternative which behaves when evolution
happens.

Rule-based Approach for Requirements Evolution
Requirements changes are captured in terms of observable
rules. An observable rule is a set of triplets: a model 'asis' (RM), a model 'to-be' (RMi) where changes occur, and
a likelihood (pi) that RM evolves to RMi.

The Major Features of UNICORN
Large-Model Support

Evolution Modeling Support
Each requirement is represented by a
requirement node (round rectangle). A
requirement model consists of a number of
requirement nodes
An observable node (diamond) corresponds
to an observable rule.
The model 'as-is' connects to the observable
node by an evolution relation (solid line).
The model 'to-be' connects to the observable node
by an evolution possibility relation (dash line).

Multiple diagrams are supported in a single file.
Each diagram can refer to elements in other
diagrams by using Off-Diagram Reference
construct.

Highly Customizable Constructs
Different Views Support

Every graphical construct is customizable via a
configuration file which is separated from the
source code.
A graphical construct can be inherited from
another construct.

Normal view: shows the complete requirements
with evolution rules.
Evolution view: shows only elements involved to
evolution.
Original view: shows only elements that appear in
the model 'as-is'.

An excerpt of a
configuration file

Different design alternatives of models ('as-is'/'to-be') are
captured in terms of controllable rules. A controllable rule
is a set of tuples: a model (RM) and a design alternative
(DA).

Reasoning Support

Reasoning on Requirements Evolution

Enumerate all
possible design
alternatives.
Calculate evolution
metrics for each
alternative.

We introduce different evolution metrics to support the
selection of an optimal design alternative.
Max Belief is the maximum belief that an alternative is
still usable after evolution.
Deferral Belief is the complement of total belief that an
alternative is still usable after evolution.
Max Disbelief is the maximum belief that an alternative
is useless after evolution.
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Under the Hood
Tool Architecture
Modeling Support
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